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Ni Hao, Kai-Lan (simplified Chinese: ä½ å¥½, å‡¯å…°; traditional Chinese: ä½ å¥½ï¼Œå‡±è˜-; pinyin: NÇ•
hÇŽo, KÇŽi LÃ¡n!; Hello, Kai-Lan) is an American animated (anime-influenced) interactive children's
television series that premiered on Nickelodeon in the United States on November 5, 2007. It also premiered
on the Canadian television channel Treehouse TV.
Ni Hao, Kai-Lan - Wikipedia
120: Kai-Lan and her friends visit to China to visit her great aunt and see the naming of a baby panda.
Rintoo, Hoho and Tolee got scared to try something new in China, and soon the baby panda is scared to ride
a boat for the first time as well.
List of Ni Hao, Kai-Lan episodes - Wikipedia
What's Pinyin? Pinyin is "spelling sound" or "phonetics" of Chinese.It expresses the sounds in the Chinese
language using the alphabet. Pinyin is also the most common way to input Chinese characters into a
computer.
Lesson 2: Family Introduction - Kids Chinese Podcast
Shi Bu Shi Zhe Yang De Ye Wan Ni Cai Hui Zhe Yang De Xiang Qi Wo
æ˜¯ä¸•æ˜¯è¿™æ ·çš„å¤œæ™šä½ æ‰•ä¼šè¿™æ ·çš„æƒ³èµ·æˆ‘ ( å•´å®—å®ª )
Chinese | å•‰ä»–è°± | å•‰ä»–æ›²è°± | å•¤å…¸å•‰ä»– | jitapu | GuitarPro
Printable PDF Chinese worksheet provides exercises for the MP3 audio Chinese lessons.Using the
worksheet, you can practice reading and writing pinyin, Chinese characters, words, and daily conversation
sentences.
Worksheet - Kids Chinese Podcast
Hi min min It is important to learn these Chinese characters like ç‚¹, æ¨ª, ç«–, æ’‡, æ•º, æ••, é’©, å¼¯. If I
learn Chinese and type in English like this that Jinxnao Type ni xiao minmin, ni zuo zher yi ge hen hao de
shiqing!
Types of Strokes in Chinese Characters - Learn Chinese
This is a list of the top 100 most common Chinese surnames according to a study published in 2006. Their
ranks in 1990 are shown by the side. Standard Mandarin, Cantonese and Min Nan transliterations are
displayed. Other transliterations, used before the formalization and popularization of existing Romanizations,
are still used by some overseas Chinese.
Appendix:Chinese surnames - Wiktionary
Chinese Name Latin Name English Name Chinese Character Usage Ai Ye: Folium Artemisiae Argyi: Leaf of
Argy Wormwood: è‰¾å•¶: 1. To warm the channels and stop bleeding; 2. To dispel cold and stop pain : An
Xi Xiang
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